
Incident 
Response

Our team of experts can measure the scope of an 
incident and immediately respond to maintain the 

integrity of your digital environment. 



Having an incident  
response plan is an  
integral aspect of any  
cyber security strategy.

Although the hope is always to avoid 
an attack, the reality is they happen. 
If not dealt with effectively, even a 
minor attack can have far-reaching 
consequences. 

Our incident response service gives you the resources 
to quickly identify the scope of an attack and 
immediately begin to remediate and re-secure your 
compromised equipment. 

This solution combines leading technology with 
our extensive expertise to significantly reduce the 
impact on business continuity, as well as financial and 
company reputation loss. 

Key benefits of  
incident response.

 Streamlined mitigation through speed  
and efficiency.

 Strengthens security response through 
intelligence-led actions. 

 Stronger IT compliance with recommendations 
that prevent events recurring. 

 Reduces the impact of data exfiltration with 
prompt and accurate remediation.

 Peace of mind knowing you’re in trusted  
and knowledgeable hands.



How we help you.
Reduce risk
Our incident response service gives you access 
to highly specialised experts the moment you 
need them. Our team’s expertise covers all areas 
of cyber security, ensuring your organisation is in 
trusted and knowledgeable hands.

Avoid costs &  
further losses
With our service, your organisation can avoid 
costs associated with hiring and training an 
incident response team. Moreover, when a 
breach occurs, our service ensures that your 
digital environment is secured quickly to 
minimise further breaches or losses.

Act quickly
When a breach occurs, our team quickly identifies 
the malicious activity and begins work to 
remediate the attack. This quick action minimises 
the time an attacker is active, preventing any 
further loss of data. 

Quality reporting & 
recommendations
Our solution provides comprehensive reporting 
to identify how and why an incident occurred, 
enabling your team to thoroughly understand the 
malicious activity and provide recommendations 
to help prevent the incident from reoccurring.

With Security Operations Centre 
(SOC) Analysts working alongside 
Pen Testers, Incident Responders, 
Security Consultants and Architects, 
we provide a more holistic approach 
to securing your business.

80+ cyber security experts

20+ years’ experience

Australia & UK SOC facilities

24/7 monitoring and response

Follow the sun capabilities

Orro National Cyber  
Defence Centre



Sydney  |  Melbourne  |  Brisbane  |  Perth  |  UK  |  Philippines

Discover how we can help your business and your people  
with Securely Connected Everything™. 

Reach out to the team at Orro today.

We are a multi-disciplinary technology 
powerhouse, committed to keeping  
our customers secure and connected. 
We partner with our customers to 
boldly embrace the challenges of 
tomorrow, ignite innovation, and 
facilitate growth.

Trusted Partner
Our customers don’t just trust us to keep 
them productive and secure today, but to 
prepare them for what’s next, to grow with 
them over time and to collaboratively shape 
their future.

Strategic Advisor
With deep expertise in multiple facets of 
technology, our customers rely on us to 
provide them with strategic advice and 
guidance, helping them make smart moves 
towards a secure future.

Solution Provider
Our versatile suite of skills enables us 
to tackle complex challenges for our 
customers, providing them with complete 
business solutions that draw from our vast 
pool of expertise and resources.

Stay connected and  
protected with Orro®.

1300 900 000
sales.enquiries@orro.group
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